
NEUTRON STAR ENVELOPES AND THERMALRADIATION FROM THE MAGNETIC SURFACEin: C. Kouveliotou, J. van Paradijs, J. Ventura (eds.), The Neutron Star {Blak Hole Connetion, NATO ASI Ser. (Kluwer, Dordreht, 2001), p.393JOSEPH VENTURAPhysis Department, University of Crete, and IESL, FORTH71003 Heraklion, Crete, GreeeANDALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINIo�e Physio-Tehnial Institute, 194021 St.Petersburg, RussiaAbstrat. The thermal struture of neutron star envelopes is disussed withemphasis on analyti results. Reent progress on the e�et of hemial onstitutionand high magneti �elds on the opaities and the thermal struture is furtherreviewed in view of the appliation to pulsar ooling and magnetars.1. IntrodutionNeutron stars (NS) are formed with very high internal temperatures ap-proahing 1011 K in the ore of a supernova explosion (see, e.g., Shapiro &Teukolski 1983 { ST83 in the following). Copious neutrino emission bringsthe temperature in the stellar ore down to ' 109 K within about one dayand then, more gradually, to ' 108 K within 104 years. It was realized earlyon that suh objets were likely to have e�etive surfae temperatures of theorder of 106 K (Chiu & Salpeter 1964). Comparison with theoretial oolingurves an further provide information on aspets of the internal strutureof NS suh as superuidity and the possible appearane of pion or kaonondensates and strange matter in their interior (e.g., Pethik 1992; Page1997; Tsuruta 1998). It is then lear that the observation of this surfaeooling X-ray emission is an objetive of prime sienti� importane.The observation of suh faint point soures has turned out to be diÆ-ult however, having to await the modern era of imaging X-ray telesopes.ROSAT observations in the 90's �nally yielded improved spetral informa-tion, opening a new hapter in our ability to probe the internal struture



394 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINof superdense matter. Joahim Tr�umper (this meeting) already gave us anoverview of the reent observations in this �eld (see also Caraveo et al.1996; Tr�umper & Beker 1997). Inreasing interest is also presently be-ing direted on the new and important subjet of magnetars, extensivelydisussed during this meeting.Theoretial models of NS ooling are of neessity rather ompliated,requiring detailed understanding of the stellar struture, equation of state(EOS), and thermal balane over an enormous range of densities and hemi-al diversity (e.g., Pethik 1992; Tsuruta 1998, and referenes therein). Dur-ing an initial period of 105 � 106 y the star ools prinipally via neutrinoemission from its interior. There are many neutrino emission mehanisms,whose rates depend on the state of matter, partiularly on nuleon super-uidity (for a review see Yakovlev et al. 1999). An older NS ools mainly viaphoton emission from its surfae. Finally, the ooling may also be inuenedby heating proesses suh as frition due to di�erential rotation between thesuperuid and normal parts of the star (e.g., Alpar et al. 1989), �-proessesarising from hemial imbalane during the spindown (Reisenegger 1997),and pulsar polar ap heating due to impinging harged partiles aeleratedin the magnetosphere (e.g., Halpern & Ruderman 1993).Analysis of the NS thermal evolution is onsiderably simpli�ed howeverby the fat that the stellar interior, from densities of ' 1010 g m�3 inward,is nearly isothermal beause of the very high thermal ondutivity in theselayers. It is therefore onvenient to establish a relation between this interiortemperature Ti, de�ned as the temperature at mass density � = 1010 gm�3, and the e�etive surfae temperature Te (Gudmundsson et al. 1983 {GPE in the following). Thus, it beomes possible to examine separately theproperties and struture of the outer envelope, whih turns out to be ruialin determining the ratio Te=Ti and the nature of the emitted radiation (e.g.,GPE; Hernquist & Applegate 1984 { HA84 in the following; Ventura 1989;Potekhin et al. 1997 { PCY in the following).In the next setion, we onsider basi features of the mehanial andthermal struture of the outer NS envelope without magneti �eld. Thestrong magneti �eld (B � 1010 G), whih was found in most of the pul-sars, shifts the atmosphere bottom and the region of partial ionization tohigher densities. Furthermore, it strongly a�ets the radiative and thermaltransport through the envelope. These e�ets will be disussed in Set. 3.2. Outer Envelope of a Neutron StarThe outer envelope onsists mainly of eletrons and ions. It extends downto a depth of a few hundred meters, where the density 4:3 � 1011 g m�3is reahed. At this density, neutrons begin to drip from the nulei (e.g.,



MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS 395ST83). Thus the inner envelope, whih extends deeper down to the ore,onsists of eletrons, atomi nulei, and free neutrons.The outer envelope an be divided into the atmosphere, the liquid oean,and the solid rust. The outermost layer onstitutes a thin (0.1 { 100 m)NS atmosphere (optial depth � <� 1), where the outgoing radiation isformed. The plasma density at the atmosphere bottom is about 0.001 { 0.1g m�3, depending on temperature, surfae gravity, and hemial ompo-sition. This plasma an be partially ionized and non-ideal. Bound speiesan be distint until the eletron Fermi energy beomes omparable withthe Thomas{Fermi energy at � <� 10ZA g m�3, A and Z being the massand harge numbers. At higher densities the ions are immersed in a jelliumof degenerate eletrons, whih still strongly responds to the Coulomb �eldsof the ions as long as � <� 10Z2A g m�3.In the rest of the envelope (at �� 10Z2A g m�3) the eletrons form astrongly degenerate, almost ideal gas. This gas is non-relativisti at �6 � 1and ultrarelativisti at �6 � 1, where �6 � �=106 g m�3. The ions form aCoulomb gas or liquid at � <� 175, where � � 22:75 (�6=�e)1=3 Z5=3=T6 isthe Coulomb oupling parameter, T6 = T=106 K, �e = A=Z. At � � 175,the liquid freezes into a Coulomb rystal. The pressure is almost entirelydetermined by degenerate eletrons and thus independent of T , while themass density is mostly determined by the ions.While ooling of the NS during the initial neutrino dominated era is notinuened by the outer layers, it is in fat the properties of these surfaelayers that haraterize the ux and photon spetrum emitted at the NSsurfae, leading in turn to estimates of Ti. At the subsequent photon ool-ing stage, the heat insulation by the envelope ontrols the ooling rate. Theradiation is reproessed in the atmosphere, whih yields an emitted spe-trum, in general di�erent from that of a blak body (Romani 1987). Theproperties of these layers are thus ruial to interpreting observations and,understandably, a lot of theoretial work has been devoted to analyzingthe thermal struture of non-magneti and magneti NS envelopes (e.g.,GPE; PCY; Heyl & Hernquist 1998) and the radiation properties of theiratmospheres (e.g., Pavlov et al. 1995; Page & Sarmiento 1996; Rajagopalet al. 1997; Potekhin et al. 1998, and referenes therein).2.1. MECHANICAL STRUCTURETo review the ardinal properties of the NS surfae layers, let us reall theenormous gravitational potential GM=R � 0:148 (M=M�)R�16 2 (whereR6 � R=106 m � 1 and M=M� ' 1:4 for most typial NS), whih renderse�ets of General Relativity appreiable. Indeed, the Shwarzshild radiusrg = 2GM=2 � 2:95 (M=M�) km is not muh smaller than the stellar



396 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINradius R (throughout this review, M is the gravitational mass of the star,whih is 10{15% smaller than its baryon mass). The hydrostati equilibriumis then governed by the Oppenheimer{Volko� equation (e.g., Thorne 1977).Introduing the loal proper depth z = (R � r) (1 � rg=R)�1=2 (where r isthe radius), in the surfae layers (z � R) one an rewrite this equation inthe Newtonian form dP=dz = g�; (1)whereg = GMR2 (1� rg=R)1=2 � 1:327 � 1014 (1� rg=R)�1=2 MM� R�26 m s�2is the loal gravitational aeleration at the surfae.Sine the surfae gravity is huge, the atmosphere's sale height is rathersmall. In the non-degenerate layers, we haveP = (�=�mu) kT; (2)where mu = 1:6605 � 10�24 g is the atomi mass unit and � = A=(Z +1). Thus, following a thin non-degenerate atmosphere of a sale heightP=(g�) � 0:626 (T6=�)R26 (M=M�)�1 m, eletron degeneray sets in atdensities � >� 6�eT 3=26 g m�3.The eletron kineti energy at the Fermi surfae is kTF � �F �me2,where k is the Boltzmann onstant,TF = (F � 1)me2=k = 5:93 � 109 �2=(1 + F) K (3)is the Fermi temperature, andF =q1 + �2; � = pFme = �h(3�2ne)1=3me � 1:009��6�e�1=3; (4)are the eletron Lorentz fator and relativity parameter, respetively.Elementary �tting formulae to the pressure of fully ionized ion-eletronplasmas as funtion of density at arbitrary eletron degeneray and temper-ature have been presented by Chabrier & Potekhin (1998). These formulaean also be extended to partially ionized atmospheri layers in the mean-ionapproximation, provided the e�etive ion harge Z is known (f. PCY). AtsuÆiently high density, however, where TF � T , the main ontribution isthat of strongly degenerate eletrons with the pressure depending only onthe density through the parameter � (e.g., ST83):Pe = P08�2 ���23 �2 � 1� F + ln(�+ F)� (5)



MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS 397where P0 � me2=��3 = 1:4218� 1025 dynes m�2 is the relativisti unit ofpressure, �� = �h=(me) being the Compton wavelength. This may further beapproximated as Pe � P0�3ad=(9�2ad); where ad is the adiabati index,equal to 5/3 at �� 1 and 4/3 at �� 1.Note that for strongly degenerate eletronsdP = ne d�F = 4:93 � 1017 erg g�1 (�=�e)�d�=F: (6)From Eqs. (1) and (6), one obtains1:027 �6�e = �3 = � zz0 �2 + zz0��3=2 ; z0 = me2mug�e � 4930 m�e g14 ; (7)where g14 = g=(1014 m s�2), and z0 is a depth sale at whih degenerateeletrons beome relativisti.Let us note also that the mass �M ontained in a layer from the surfaeto a given depth z is solely determined by the pressure P (z) at the bottomof the given layer:�M(z) = 4�R2 P (z) g�1 (1�rg=R)1=2 � 1:192�10�9 g�214 MP (z)=P0: (8)2.2. THERMAL STRUCTUREFrom Eqs. (7) and (8), we see that the outer envelope is a very thin layer {typially within the outer 100 m, ontaining� 10�7M�, { whih renders thethermal di�usion problem essentially plane-parallel and one-dimensional.Assuming a onstant heat ux throughout the outer envelope, the temper-ature pro�le an be obtained by solving the heat di�usion equation:F = � dTdz = 16�3 T 3 dTd� ; � � 16�T 33K� ; (9)where F is the heat ux, � is thermal ondutivity, � is the Stefan{Boltz-mann onstant, and K is the usual Rosseland mean over the energy spe-trum of the spei� opaity. This leads immediately to a temperature pro-�le T=Te � (34� + 12)1=4; where the loal e�etive surfae temperature Te isde�ned through F = �T 4e and the integration onstant orresponds to theEddington approximation (� = 23 at the radiative surfae, where T = Te). Amore aurate boundary ondition requires solution of the radiative transferequation in the atmosphere. A distant observer would infer from the spe-trum and ux the redshifted surfae temperature T1 = Te (1 � rg=R)1=2and apparent radius R1 = R (1� rg=R)�1=2 (e.g., Thorne 1977).



398 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINA knowledge of the mean opaity K(�; T ) is then needed to relate thetemperature to the other plasma parameters, whih an then also be ex-pressed as funtions of the optial depth � . It is also needed in order toompute the overall depth and the temperature ratio Ti=Te.2.2.1. OpaityHeat is transported through the envelope mainly by radiation and by on-dution eletrons. In general, the two mehanisms work in parallel, hene� = �r + �; K�1 = K�1r +K�1 ; (10)where �r, � and Kr, K denote the radiation and ondution ompo-nents of the ondutivity and opaity, respetively. Typially, the radia-tive ondution dominates the thermal transport (�r > �) in the outer-most non-degenerate layers of a NS, whereas eletron ondution domi-nates (� > �r) in deeper, mostly degenerate layers. In the absene of in-tense magneti �elds, modern ooling alulations (e.g., PCY) make use ofthe Livermore library of radiative opaities opal (Iglesias & Rogers 1996),whih also provides an EOS for the relevant thermodynami parametersat � <� 10T 36 g m�3. For the eletron ondution regime, modern opaitieshave been worked out by Potekhin et al. (1999a).Radiative opaities. In order to derive an analyti model of the NS en-velope, HA84 and Ventura (1989) have written the atmospheri opaity inthe form K(�; T ) = K0�� T �: (11)In partiular, this relation desribes the opaity given by the Kramers for-mula, whih orresponds to � = 1 and � = �3:5. In a fully ionized, non-relativisti and non-degenerate plasma, the opaity provided by the free-freetransitions is (e.g., Cox & Giuli 1968)Kr � 75 �ge� (Z=�2e) �T�3:56 m2=g; (12)where � is in g m�3 and �ge� � 1 is an e�etive dimensionless Gaunt fa-tor, a slow funtion of the plasma parameters. For a older plasma, wherebound-free transitions dominate over free-free ones, the Kramers formularemains approximately valid, but the opaity K is about two orders of mag-nitude higher. An order-of-magnitude (within � 0:5 in logK) approxima-tion to the realisti opal opaities for hydrogen in the range of parametersT6 � 10�1 � 100:5 and � � (10�2 � 101)T 36 is given by Eq. (12) if we putformally �ge� � ��0:2. An analogous order-of-magnitude approximation tothe opal opaities for iron at T6 � 100 � 101:5 and � � (10�4 � 10�1)T 36is obtained with �ge� � 70 ��0:2. These approximations also belong to thelass of funtions (11), but with � = 0:8.



MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS 399Condutive opaities. Thermal ondution of degenerate matter in deeperlayers is dominated by eletrons whih satter o� ions. This ondutivityan be written as (Yakovlev & Urpin 1980)� = �k2Tme3�312Ze4�2F � 2:3� 1015 T6�Z �31 + �2 ergm s K ; (13)where � is the Coulomb logarithm. Aurate analyti �tting formulas to �as funtion of � and T have been obtained reently by Potekhin et al.(1999a). In the solid rust, this funtion is redued to small values byquantum and orrelation e�ets in Coulomb rystals. However, we shallsee shortly that in not too old NS, the thermal pro�le is mainly formedin the liquid layers of the envelope. Therefore, for our purpose, it will besuÆient to note that in the NS oean � is a slow funtion of the plasmaparameters and an be approximated by a onstant of the order of unity.In the ase of non-degenerate eletrons, the ondutivity an be found,e.g., by the method of Braginski�� (1957), whih yields�nd � 5� 1010 (FZ=�)Z�1 T 5=26 erg=(m s K); (14)where FZ is a slow funtion of Z: for example, F26 = 1:34 and F1 = 0:36,whereas the Coulomb logarithm � is � 1 near the onset of degenerayand logarithmially inreases with dereasing density. E�etively, Eq. (14)may be viewed as an analog to Eq. (13) where the dimensionless Fermimomentum � has been replaed by an appropriate thermal average (/ pT ).2.2.2. Temperature Pro�leThe simple funtional form of the opaity allows now an analyti treatmentof the thermal struture (Urpin & Yakovlev 1980; HA84; Ventura 1989).Non-degenerate regime. Using Eqs. (1), (11), and (2) one may rewriteEq. (9) asdP = � g �F dT = 163 gK T 3 dTT 4e = 163 gK0 � k�mu�� T 3+���P� dTT 4e ; (15)whih is readily integrated from the surfae inward to give the temperaturepro�le. In the region far from the surfae, where T � Te, the integrationonstants may be dropped. Using again Eqs. (2), one an present the resultas a simple power law:T 3����+1 = 316 4 + �� ��+ 1 k�mu K0T 4eg : (16)



400 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINThis result depends on our impliit assumption that the e�etive ion hargeZ remains onstant, whih in general is not stritly valid.Interestingly enough, as noted by HA84, Eq. (16) establishes that theondutivity � is onstant throughout the radiative non-degenerate layer:� = 163 �T 3K� = 163 �K0 T 3����+1 = 4 + �� �1 + � k�T 4e�mug : (17)The onstant value depends on the emitted ux, but is independent of K0.It follows immediately from Eq. (9) that temperature grows linearly withgeometrial depth. Furthermore, from Eq. (16) we obtain the T; � pro�le.In partiular, substituting � = 1 and � = �3:5, we obtainK� = 1:51m �g14Te6 � TTe�3 ; � = 2� 1014 T 4e6�g14 ergm sK : (18)Substitution of K from Eq. (12) yieldsT6 � 0:284 g14 � z � (50 �ge� q)2=13 (�=�e)4=13; q � T 4e6 Z=(�g14): (19)In these relations, z and � are measured in CGS units, and Te6 = Te=106 K.Radiative surfae. It is further interesting to note that the opaity K isalso slowly varying in this region. Combining Eqs. (11), and (19), we obtainK / �=T 3:5 / ��1=13. Invoking Eq. (2), we get K / P�1=17. This justi�esthe assumptionKr � onst, whih one often employs when determining theradiative surfae from equation (e.g., GPE; PCY)(KrP )surfae = (2=3) g: (20)Using Eqs. (2) and (12), we obtain�s � 0:1�e � �Z �ge� g14�1=2 T 5=4e6 g m�3: (21)Substituting �ge� ' 1 and �ge� ' 200 for hydrogen and iron, respetively,we obtain �s � 0:07pg14 T 5=4e6 g m�3 and �s � 0:004pg14 T 5=4e6 g m�3 forthese two elements, in reasonable agreement with numerial results of PCY.Onset of degeneray. The solution given by Eq. (19) an be extendeddown to a depth where the eletrons beome degenerate. Let us estimatethis depth from the ondition kTd = p2F=2me. We obtain�d ' 0:053 (�ge� q)1=7; Td ' 8:5 � 106 (�ge� q)2=7 K: (22)Even for very high Te � 107 K, we have �d <� 1, i.e. the eletrons are non-relativisti at the degeneray boundary. With dereasing Te, the quantities�d and Td derease, i.e. the boundary shifts toward the stellar surfae.



MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS 401Sensitivity strip. Numerial ooling alulations (GPE) revealed early onthat aurate knowledge of the opaity law is espeially important within aertain \sensitivity strip" in the (�; T ) plane. The temperature ratio Ti=Tehanges appreiably if K is modi�ed by, say, a fator 2 within this narrowstrip, while omparable hanges of K outside the strip would leave thisratio una�eted within a high degree of auray.The importane of the layer in the outer envelope where the opaity (10)turns from radiative to ondution dominated is now easy to demonstrate.In the non-degenerate radiative part the integral over � is dominated bythe higher densities near the base of the layer, while in the degenerate,ondutive layer it is dominated by the top, least dense part of the layer.The region where K turns from radiative to ondutive is thus seen toontribute most of the resistane to heat ow. The line in the (�; T ) planewhere Kr = K is easily determined from Eqs. (12) and (13):� � 12�e�g�1=3e� T 11=66 g m�3: (23)On the right-hand side, we have approximated the fator (�2F)1=3 by unity.Using again the solution (16), we �nd expliitly the temperature Tt and rel-ativity fator �t at the turning point from radiative to eletron ondution:Tt � 2:3� 107 �g2=17e� q6=17 K; �t � 0:157 �g�2=51e� q11=51: (24)Some aution is neessary here, however, beause the approximation K 'Kr is not justi�ed as we approah the turning point: atually, at this pointK = Kr=2, as seen from Eq. (10). In addition, the extrapolation of the so-lution (19) to the turning point is, stritly speaking, not justi�ed, sine theeletron gas beomes degenerate: �t > �d for most typial NS parameters.Nevertheless, sine �t and �d are not very muh di�erent, the setion ofthe thermal pro�le where our assumptions are violated is relatively small,so Eq. (24) provides a reasonable approximation. This is on�rmed by adiret omparison with numerial results (PCY), whih reveals an errorwithin only a few tens perent, provided T >� 105:5 K.Solution beyond the turning point. An analyti solution to the thermalpro�le in degenerate layers of a NS envelope has been �rst obtained byUrpin & Yakovlev (1980), based on the ondutivity in the form (13). Thehydrostati equilibrium of the degenerate surfae layers is determined byEqs. (1) and (6), whih yield gmu �e = me2(�=F) d�=dz. Using the heatdi�usion equation (9) and Eq. (13), we obtainT dTd� = 12� FZe4�muk2g�e F�2 = (1:56 � 107 K)2 Z�T 4e6�eg14 F2�2 : (25)



402 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINTreating �, A, and Z as onstants, we an integrate this equation from �tinwards and obtainT 2(z) = T 2t + (1:56 � 107 K)2 Z�T 4e6�eg14 [f(�)� f(�t)℄ ; (26)where f(�) � ln(�+ F)� F=�, and the dependene of � on z is given byEq. (7).Let us use the above solution to evaluate Ti. Sine �t <� 1, but � � 1,it is easy to see that [f(�)� f(�t)℄ � ��1t in Eq. (26). Using Eq. (24), weobtain Ti = �T 2t + T 2��1=2 ; T� � 4� 107  Z T 4e6�eg14!20=51 K; (27)where we have negleted some fators whih are lose to unity.Figure 1 illustrates the auray of the above analyti solution as wellas its limitations. Here, solid lines show temperature pro�les of a NS withmass M = 1:4M� and radius R = 10 km obtained by solving the radia-tive transfer equation with spetral opal opaities in the atmosphere andintegrating the thermal struture equation (9) with aurate radiative andondutive Rosseland opaities inwards in the deeper layers (Shibanov etal. 1998). Dashed urves depit the above analyti approximations. Theleft panel orresponds to an envelope omposed of iron, and the right panelshows the thermal struture of an areted envelope with its outermost lay-ers omposed of hydrogen, whih is further burnt into heavier elements (He,C, Fe) in deeper and hotter layers. This thermo- and pynonulear burningis responsible for the omplex shape of the upper pro�le. Di�erent straightlines show the points at whih thermal pro�les orresponding to variousheat uxes would ross the radiative surfae, the region of the onset of de-generay, turning points K = Kr, and (on the left panel) the bottom ofthe oean. The latter line is not present on the right panel, beause freezingof hydrogen and helium is suppressed by large zero-point ioni vibrations(f. Chabrier 1993).One an see that not only the above analyti approximations orretlydesribe the qualitative struture of the envelope, but they also provide areasonable quantitative estimate of the temperature at a given density. Theauray deteriorates for lower Te (espeially when Z is high), beause inthis ase radiative opaities are a�eted by bound-bound transitions andstrong plasma oupling e�ets and thus no longer obey the simple powerlaw (12).Disussion. We have seen that the internal temperature Ti is determinedby two temperatures, Tt and T�, related to the non-degenerate and de-



MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS 403

Figure 1. Thermal pro�les inside non-areted (left panel) and areted (right panel)envelopes of NS at two e�etive temperatures, log Te [K℄ = 5:9 and 6.5 (marked near theurves). Solid urves { numerial solution (Shibanov et al. 1998), dashed urves { analytiapproximations (19) and (27). Straight lines marked \s", \d," and \t" give the values �and T at whih the various temperature pro�les ross the radiative surfae [Eq. (21)℄,the onset of eletron degeneray [Eq. (22)℄, and the turning point [Eq. (24)℄, respetively.The Fe melting line is also shown.generate layers, respetively, and that the temperature growth ours inthe very surfae layers of the star. This justi�es the separation of the NSinto a blanketing envelope and internal isothermal layers used in numerialsimulations (GPE; PCY). We have also shown, in agreement with GPE,that the bulk of the envelope's thermal insulation arises in the relativelylow density region around the turning point de�ned by Eq. (24).The dependene on Z and �e that enters Eqs. (27) makes the Ti=Teratio sensitively dependent of the hemial omposition of the envelope. Ifwe replae the iron envelope by an areted envelope omposed of hydrogenor helium, we get this ratio redued by about a half order of magnitude,whih orresponds to two orders of magnitude higher photon luminosity ata given internal temperature. Thus an envelope omposed of light elementsis muh more transparent to heat, and this strongly a�ets ooling, as notedby PCY. Our analyti estimates present a tool for the fast estimation ofthe magnitude of suh e�ets.In the next setion we will see how these prinipal properties hange asa result of a strong magneti �eld permeating the NS envelope.



404 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHIN3. E�ets of Magneti FieldsIt is well known that the strong magneti �eld an profoundly alter thephysial properties of the NS outer layers { for reviews see Canuto & Ven-tura (1977), M�esz�aros (1992), and Yakovlev & Kaminker (1994). We willbe interested here in modi�ations introdued by the intense �eld B in theEOS, the Fermi temperature TF, and the opaity K, all of whih a�etthe heat transfer problem. Our primary fous will be on the properties ofan eletron gas. Free ions give only a minor ontribution to the opaities,whereas their ontribution to the EOS remains una�eted by the �eld inthe non-degenerate regime and is negligible when eletrons are stronglydegenerate.Apart from the bulk properties of the eletron plasma, magneti �eldsalso modify profoundly the properties of atoms whih beome very elon-gated and ompat, having sharply inreased binding energies (e.g., Canuto& Ventura 1977). This should strongly a�et the emitted spetra from NSsurfaes. Many works have been devoted in the past to the alulation ofquantum-mehanial properties of atoms at rest in strong magneti �elds(e.g., Miller & Neuhauser 1991). Some of them have been used to onstrutmagneti NS atmosphere models (Rajagopal et al. 1997). However, ther-mal motion of the atoms at realisti NS temperatures breaks down theaxial symmetry and may ompletely alter atomi properties. It is there-fore neessary to have quantum-mehanial alulations for moving atoms,and their results should be inluded in models of EOS and opaities. Suhmodels are available to date only for hydrogen (e.g., Potekhin et al. 1998,1999b, and referenes therein). For other speies, this work still remains tobe done.In the past, a lot of work has also been devoted to evaluating the on-ditions under whih magneti moleular hains may beome stable in thesurfae layers; furthermore, in superstrong �elds they may form a magnet-ially stabilized lattie (e.g., Ruderman 1971; Lai & Salpeter 1997). Suh aphase transition is also expeted to have observable onsequenes, but the�eld still remains largely unexplored.3.1. ELECTRON GAS IN MAGNETIC FIELDMotion of free eletrons perpendiular to the magneti �eld is quantized inLandau orbitals with a harateristi transverse sale equal to the magnetilength am = (�h=eB)1=2 = ��=pb, where b = �h!=me2 = B12=44:14 is themagneti �eld strength expressed in relativisti units, ! = eB=m is theeletron ylotron frequeny, and B12 � B=1012 G. The Landau energy



MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS 405levels are � = �n(pz) =  �m2e2 + 2�h!men+ p2z�1=2 ; (28)with n = 0; 1; 2; ::::, where the magneti �eld B is assumed to be homoge-neous and direted along the z axis, and pz is the longitudinal momentum.The ground Landau level n = 0 is non-degenerate with respet to spinprojetion (s = �1, statistial weight g0 = 1) while the levels n > 0 aredoubly degenerate (s = �1, gn = 2). The anomalous magneti momentof the eletron, ge = 1:00116, auses splitting of the energy levels n � 1by Æ� = (ge � 1)�h!, whih, stritly speaking, removes the double spin-degeneray. In typial NS envelopes, this splitting is negligible beause Æ�is smaller than either the thermal width � kT or the ollisional width ofthe Landau levels.The eletron's phase spae is thus now a ombination of an energyontinuum in pz, orresponding to the motion along the �eld, and a dis-rete spetrum (the quantum number n) orresponding to the quantizedtransverse motion. This property will be reeted in most of the physialproesses of our interest here.Let us denote by n� the highest Landau exitation populated at a givenenergy �. It equals an integer part of the ombination p20(�)=(2me�h!), wherepn(�) = [(�=)2�(me)2�2me�h!n℄1=2 = jpzj: Taking into aount that thenumber of quantum states of an eletron with given s and n in volume Vper longitudinal momentum interval �pz equals V�pz=(4�2a2m�h), one anobtain the eletron number density and pressure from �rst priniples (e.g.,Blandford & Hernquist 1982). For strongly degenerate eletrons,ne = 12�2a2m�h n�Xn=0 gnpn(�F); (29)Pe = P0 b4�2 n�Xn=0 gn (1 + 2bn) [xnq1 + x2n � ln(xn +q1 + x2n)℄; (30)where xn = pn(�F)=�n(0), and P0 is the same as in Eq. (5).For a degenerate eletron gas the thermodynami quantities suh aspressure, magnetization, and energy density exhibit quantum osillations ofthe de Haas{van Alphen type whenever the dimensionless Fermi momentumreahes the harateristi values � = p2nb whih signify the oupation ofnew Landau levels. In these osillations the various quantities typially takevalues around their lassial B = 0 values, exept in the limit of a stronglyquantizing �eld (n� = 0) where one often �nds substantial deviations (e.g.,Yakovlev & Kaminker 1994). The latter ase takes plae when the typialenergies kT; kTF < �1 � 1 { i.e., at T � TB and � < �B, where�B = munB�e � 7045B3=212 �e g m�3; (31)



406 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINTB = �h!=kF � 1:343 � 108 (B12=F) K; (32)and nB = 1=(�2p2 a3m) is the eletron number density at whih the Fermienergy reahes the �rst exited Landau level. This ase is of speial interestfor the NS outer layers under onsideration.Strongly quantizing �eld. When the eletron's transverse motion is frozenin the ground state Landau level n� = 0, the phase-spae is e�etivelyone-dimensional. Then � = p(me)2 + p2z, and Eq. (29) simpli�es topF=�h = 2�2a2mne: (33)We therefore see that the dimensionless Fermi momentum,� � pF=me = (2=3)�30=b � (0:6846=b) �6=�e; (34)is proportional to the density �, in sharp ontrast to the non-magnetiEq. (4). Heneforth we denote pF0 = me�0 the \lassial" (non-magneti)Fermi momentum at a given density, and reserve notation pF = me� forthe same quantity modi�ed by the magneti �eld. Aording to Eq. (31),the strongly quantizing regime in whih Eq. (34) is valid requires � < p2b.The Fermi temperature TF is again given by Eq. (3), but with the mod-i�ed �. Sine � = (4=3)1=3(�=�B)2=3�0; TF is strongly redued at � � �B .Conversely, at a given T < TB, the degeneray takes hold at muh higherdensity than in the B = 0 ase. An initially degenerate eletron gas atB = 0 will thus beome non-degenerate when a strong quantizing �eld isswithed on.Let us now onsider the EOS. Sine n = 0, Eq. (30) simpli�es onsid-erably. Given Eq. (34), this expression again takes the form of a power-lawof the density, P = P0b�ad=(2�2ad) / �ad=Bad�1, with ad = 3 or 2 inthe non-relativisti and ultrarelativisti limits, respetively.3.2. MAGNETIC OPACITIESIn the presene of a magneti �eld, the ondutivity � beomes a ten-sor, so that the heat uxes along and aross the �eld beome di�erent.Sine the �eld varies over the NS surfae, the heat transport beomes two-dimensional. Fortunately, sine the rust thikness is relatively small, theone-dimensional equation (9) remains a good approximation, with � =�k os2 � + �? sin2 �, where �k and �? are the ondutivities along andaross B and � is the angle between B and the normal to the surfae.



MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS 407Radiative opaities. In a magnetized plasma, two propagating polariza-tion normal modes are de�ned in the presene of an external �eld havingwidely di�erent mean free paths eah in the various photon-eletron in-terations (e.g., M�esz�aros 1992; Pavlov et al. 1995). Silant'ev & Yakovlev(1980) have alulated the Rosseland opaities for the ases when they aredetermined by the Thomson and free-free proesses. When TB � T , �rgrows proportionally to (TB=T )2 { i.e., Kr dereases as (T=TB)2. In parti-ular, at T � TB , the free-free opaities tabulated by Silant'ev & Yakovlev(1980) tend toKr(B) � (23:2T=TB)2Kr(0) ' 2:2 �ge� (Z=�2e) �T�1:56 B�212 m2=g; (35)where Kr(0) is given by Eq. (12). This estimate may be used if onlyT6 <� B12, �� 1, and the opaity is dominated by the free-free proesses.From Eqs. (2), (20), and (35) one sees immediately that the radiativesurfae in the strong magneti �elds, B12 >� T6, is pushed to the higherdensities, �s / B.Caution is neessary however while using the saling law (35). Thestrong magneti �eld shifts the ionization equilibrium toward a lower degreeof ionization, beause of the inreasing binding energies. Therefore, even ifthe plasma were fully ionized at some � and T in the absene of magneti�eld, it may be only partially ionized at the same � and T when B is high.This inreases the signi�ane of the bound-bound and bound-free opaitiesand may result in a total radiative opaity onsiderably larger than thatgiven by Eq. (35) (see, e.g., Potekhin et al. 1998).Eletron ondutivities. Uni�ed expressions and �tting formulae for ther-mal and eletrial eletron ondutivities in a fully ionized degenerateplasma with arbitrary magneti �eld have been obtained reently (Potekhin1999). These ondutivities undergo osillations of the de Haas{van Alphentype at � >� �B. At B � 1010 G, the transport aross the �eld is suppressedby orders of magnitude. This fat allows us to neglet �? totally, whihwill be a good approximation everywhere exept at a narrow stripe nearthe magneti equator, where � � �=2.This approximation, � � �k os2 �, holds despite the arguments by Heyl& Hernquist (1998) that �? beomes non-negligible in the strongly quan-tizing regime at low density beause the ratio �?=�k evaluated for stronglydegenerate eletrons inreases without bound as �! 0. However, the �nitethermal width of the Fermi level (negleted by these authors) removes thedivergeny. At typial NS temperatures, the thermal averaging terminatesthe growth of �? and moderates the derease of �k, before they beomeomparable. In Fig. 2, we plot by solid lines an example of the thermalondutivities alulated aording to Potekhin (1999). For omparison,
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Figure 2. Longitudinal (k) and transverse (?) thermal ondutivities in the outer NSenvelope omposed of iron at T = 108 K and B = 1014 G: omparison of aurate results(solid lines) with the lassial approximation (dashed lines) and with the results withoutthermal averaging. The eletrons are degenerate to the right of the vertial dot-dashedline, whih orresponds to T = TF. The dashed horizontal line in the non-degenerateregion shows the ondutivity given by Eq. (14) with FZ=� = 1.the dotted urves display the ondutivities whih would have been ob-tained without thermal averaging. As the eletrons beome non-degenerateat low densities, the solid urve for �k is seen to level o�. It tends to itsnon-degenerate value �ndk whih is of the order of the non-magneti value,Eq. (14), depending on density only logarithmially.The dashed lines show the \lassial" approximation where the quan-tizing nature of the �eld is negleted. For �k, this approximation is loseto the non-magneti one. We an see that at high enough densities beyondthe �rst osillation, the lassial approximation is good enough. At lowerdensities, the quantizing nature of the �eld must be taken into aount. At� < �B , the neglet of thermal averaging is justi�ed as long as the eletronsare degenerate. Then the longitudinal ondutivity may be written as�k = k2T (m2e3b)212��h3Ze4ne �22Qk = 23 �0 (1 + �20) �Qk ; (36)where �0 is the non-magneti ondutivity given by Eq. (13), in whih �must be replaed by �0, � is the non-magneti Coulomb logarithm, andQk is a funtion of � de�ned by Eq. (A9) in Potekhin (1999). In the liquid



MAGNETIC NEUTRON STARS 409regime (far enough from the solid phase boundary), the latter funtionredues to the expression (Yakovlev 1984)Qk = ��1 � e�E1(�); (37)where � = 2�2=b + 12(amqs)2, qs is an e�etive Coulomb-sreening wavenumber, and E1 is the standard exponential integral. A simple order-of-magnitude estimate of �k in the degenerate Coulomb liquid an be obtainedif we neglet qs and the seond term in Eq. (37). In this way we obtain�k ' (4=3)�0 �(1 + �20)�2=b ' 5� 1015 Z�1 T6 �3 erg=(m s K): (38)As noted earlier, in the very strong �elds onsidered here the onset ofdegeneray is pushed into ever inreasing densities as B inreases. Thereforethe turnover from radiative heat transfer to eletron-ondution dominatedtransport may our in the non-degenerate regime. In this ase, Eq. (14)may be used to evaluate �k.3.3. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE HEAT TRANSPORTWe have seen that in strong magneti �elds there are several di�erentregimes regulating the EOS and opaities. For the onstrution of an ap-proximate analyti thermal pro�le it is suÆient to note that the non-magneti expressions for the radiative opaity and longitudinal eletronondutivity �k remain good approximations unless the �eld is stronglyquantizing. Magneti osillations, whih our around the lassial fun-tions, will be smoothed out by integration while obtaining the thermalpro�le from Eq. (9); thus they are not too important.When the �eld is strongly quantizing, the opaities are modi�ed appre-iably. However, in the degenerate part of NS oean, whih is of our primeinterest here, the analyti expressions for �k an be again approximatedas a power law, Eqs. (38) and (14). The same is true with respet to theextreme quantizing limit of radiative opaity, as follows from Eq. (35). Inthe non-degenerate regime, the magneti �eld does not a�et the EOS. Inthis ase, we reover the solution (16) with new values of � = �1:5 and K0,given by Eq. (35). ThenT6 � 0:95 (�ge� q)2=9 (�=�e)4=9B�4=912 ; (39)with the same q as in Eq. (19). Thus the temperature is redued (its pro-�le beomes less steep) with inreasing B as long as the �eld is stronglyquantizing (� < �B).It is interesting to note that the value of the onstant ondutivity,Eq. (17) is independent of the magneti �eld, while its numerial value isonly slightly lowered as a result of the hanged oeÆient �.



410 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINSensitivity strip. As we have seen, the sensitivity strip is plaed near theturning point from radiative transport to eletron ondution, de�ned byKr = K. In a strongly quantizing �eld, using Eqs. (35) and (38), we have� � 250�e �g�0:2e� T 0:76 j os �j�0:4B12 g m�3 (40)instead of Eq. (23). With the temperature pro�le (39), we now obtainTt � 3:5� 107j os �j8=31 �g6=31e� q10=31 K; �t�e � 3� 103 q7=31B12j os �j18=31 �g2=31e� g m�3: (41)If, however, the eletrons are non-degenerate along the turnover line,then �k is represented by Eq. (14) instead of (38). In this ase, we obtainthe turnover at� � 52q�=FZ �e �g�1=2e� T6 j os �j�1B12 g m�3: (42)Applying Eq. (39), we getTt � 2:2� 107j os �j0:8 ��qFZ �0:4K; �t�e � 1:1� 103 q0:4B12j os �j1:8 �g0:5e� � �FZ �0:9 g m�3:Thus, in both ases (for degenerate and non-degenerate eletrons) wehave obtained similar dependenes of the position of the turning point onthe NS parameters. These dependenes should be ompared with Eq. (24).We see that Tt in both equations have similar values at � = 0, but inthe magneti �eld Tt inreases with inreasing �. It is noteworthy thatTt is independent of B, while �t grows linearly with B in the stronglyquantizing �eld. From Eq. (31) we an evaluate the ondition at whih �tlies in the region of strong magneti quantization. Assuming that � is notlose to �=2 and negleting fators about unity, we see that �t < �B forB12 >� (Z T 4e6=g14)14=31, i.e., for the strong-�eld pulsars and magnetars.Onset of degeneray. Let us estimate the point at whih the eletronsbeome degenerate. For simpliity, let us assume that the eletrons arenon-relativisti. Taking into aount Eqs. (3) and (34), we see that the on-dition T = TF in the strongly quantizing magneti �eld is equivalent to � �608�epT6B12. Then from Eq. (39) we obtain �d ' 3700 (�ge� q)1=7�eB12:Thus, similar to the non-magneti ase, the swith between the regimes ofphoton and eletron heat ondution ours not far from the onset of degen-eray: �d � �t. Depending on �, it an our either in the non-degeneratedomain (at � � 0) or in the degenerate domain (at � >� 60Æ).
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Figure 3. Temperature pro�les through an iron envelope of a NS with M = 1:4M�,R = 10 km, and with magneti �eld B = 1012 (left), 1014 (middle), or 1015 G (rightpanel). In every ase, e�etive surfae temperature was �xed to Te = 5 � 105 K (solidlines) or 2�106 K (dot-dashed lines). Di�erent lines of eah bunh orrespond to di�erentvalues of os �: 1 (the lowest line of a bunh), 0.7, 0.4, 0.1, and 0 (the highest line).Beyond the turning point. The integration beyond the turning point inorder to obtain Ti an be done in the same way as in the non-magnetiase. However, sine the turnover ours in the strongly quantizing �eld, theintegration path should be divided in two parts: below �B , where Eq. (38)should be used for the ondutivity, and above �B, where one an useEq. (25) with the right-hand side divided by os2 �. The result is similar toEq. (27), but ontains a profound dependene on the inlination angle: thethermal gradient grows rapidly as � inreases toward �=2.This dependene is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we have shown severaltemperature pro�les alulated numerially (Potekhin 2000). The urvesstart at the radiative surfae, where T = Te, and end near the neutron drippoint. The onset of the profound �-dependene signals the turning point.Aording to our estimates above, this point is shifted to ever higher den-sities with inreasing B. For the radiative boundary, the above-mentionedlinear dependene �s / B is on�rmed. Another interesting e�et is that Tmay ontinue to grow up to the bottom of the outer envelope, well beyondthe \anonial" limiting density � = 1010 g m�3.4. ConlusionsIn the preeding setions we have given a simpli�ed analyti disussion ofthe neutron star outer envelope. It was possible in this simple piture toreover main features of more areful numerial alulations, suh as thesensitivity of the temperature ratio Ti=Te to hemial onstitution and the



412 JOSEPH VENTURA AND ALEXANDER Y. POTEKHINgeneral behavior of the (T; �) pro�le.Magneti �elds have a strong inuene on the radiative and ondu-tive opaities in NS envelopes, as we have seen in the last setion. It isremarkable though that in the region of the magneti polar ap, in spite ofthe sharply redued radiative opaities in the outer layers, the temperatureratios Tt=Te, and Ti=Te are only mildly a�eted. The e�et of the reduedopaity is partly ounterbalaned by the inreased mass of the radiativelayer. Furthermore, when the magneti �eld is inlined to the surfae, thetemperature gradient is inreased beause the eletron ondution is eÆ-ient mainly along the �eld lines. Clearly more work is still neessary tofully analyze all these details.The possibility of magnetars, or extremely highly magnetized NS, in ourGalaxy has been highlighted by reent observations of soft gamma repeaters(Kouveliotou 1998, 1999; Thompson 2000) and the speial lass of anoma-lous X-ray pulsars (e.g., Mereghetti 2000). Understanding the role of highmagneti �elds in the observable properties of suh objets has thus beomean important theoretial task. Reent observations of ompat galati ob-jets further suggest rather small emission areas and high temperatures,whih may be attributed to magnetars (e.g., Pavlov et al. 2000; Dar & deR�ujula 2000). The presene of an areted hydrogen layer on the magne-tar's polar ap ould allow for a rather sharp temperature ontrast betweenthe hot spot and the rest of the NS surfae. This on�guration has beeninvoked to interpret the observations in the ase of the entral ompatobjet in the supernova remnant Cas A (Pavlov et al. 2000).Aknowledgments. We thank D.G. Yakovlev for useful remarks. J.V. isdeeply indebted to Vladimir Usov and Motty Milgrom for their generoushospitality and partial support from the Einstein Center for TheoretialPhysis at the Weizmann Institute of Siene; he also aknowledges par-tial support from EC grant ERB-FMRX-CT98-0195. A.Y.P. gratefully a-knowledges generous hospitality of Gilles Chabrier at CRAL, Eole NormaleSup�erieure de Lyon, and partial support from grants RFBR 99-02-18099and INTAS 96-542.ReferenesAlpar, M.A., Cheng, K.S., & Pines, D. (1989). Vortex reep and the internal tem-perature of neutron stars, Astrophys. J. 346, 823Braginski��, S.I. (1957). Transport phenomena in a plasma, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz.33, 645Blandford, R.D., & Hernquist, L. (1982). Magneti suseptibility of a neutron starrust, J. Phys. C: Solid State Phys. 15, 6233
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